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Step-by-step instructions and clear illustrations, so any cat owner can use these alternative

methods.
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Dr. Daniel Kamen, a chiropractor who lives in Illinois, has appeared on the front page of the Wall

Street Journal, and also as a guest on the Arsenio Hall Show, ABC News, the Jonathan Brandmeir

Show in Chicago, and in numerous publications including the Chicago Sun-Times, the Chicago

Tribune, and Total Health.

Very well done and thorough! An appropriate text for either the cat owner or a veterinarian or

chiropractor. Go for it; you can help your cat.Additionally; the education/background provided in this

text is complete enough for you to understand what is going on in your cat's body and what you can

do for your cat. The treatments are progressive (in a way) such that even the simplest treatment is

potentially enough to make a very real difference in your cat's well-being, depending upon the issue

at hand. If you follow the instruction, there is extremely little change that you could cause any harm

to your beloved cat. All of this being said, it does help if you are a hands-on kind of person;

someone who, when rubbing your friend's shoulders, can actually feel the tight spots in their

muscles. Either way I believe that you as a pet owner will benefit from reading this great book. You

will know more about what makes them tick and what to look out for as the months and years go by.

Again, Go for it; you can help your cat.



As an owner of 10 cats, I'm always looking for ways to keep them healthy. Dr. Kamen's book is a

fantastic instructional manual on how to keep your cats not only looking, but feeling great!The book

contains very deatiled information and excellent diagrams, so that even the slightly sqeamish can

feel comfortable with Dr. Kamen's home chiropractic methods. Included is an extensive list of do's

and dont's, and guidlines as to whether chiropractic care is exactly what your cat needs.Though

considered by some to be controversial in his methodology, I think the proof is in the pudding, so to

speak. I've used his methods on my cat, Arjuna, who was hit by a car some years ago and had

problems with muscle spasms. You know what? He's acting like a kitten again, and even brought

me a little "present" for the first time since the accident.As an added bonus, Dr. Kamen also

includes a number of very funny anecdotes about his struggle for acceptance in both the veterinary

and chiropractic communities; his sense of humor and true love for the animals he works with

comes through clearly in the book.I highly reccomend this book....not only for cat people, but

especially for the vets and chiropractors who think they know everything already.

Daniel Kamen writes wonderfully for the average owner!

I have taken my cat to a chiropractor and they muscle test and use the activator (which doesn't

stress out the cat). This book, however, has you doing adjustments (most require two people). I felt

the safety of the animal, if you are not a professional, was at risk. I tried some of the moves that only

took one person and got no results.

I am a trained animal chiropractor. I completed one of only 3 animal chiropractic post-grad programs

in the country. In addition to the 1000+ hrs to obtain my Chiropractic degree, the animal chiropractic

program was 220 hrs. I got this book to see if there were any other adjusting tips I could pick up that

I didn't learn in my education.I WOULD NOT ADVOCATE ANYONE UNTRAINED TRYING TO

ADJUST THEMSELVES, EACH OTHER, THEIR OWN ANIMALS, OR THE ANIMALS OF OTHERS

IF THEY ARE NOT TRAINED PROPERLY. THIS TRAINING CANNOT BE HAD FROM READING

A BOOK.I appreciate the efforts Daniel Kamen has made to get Animal Chiropractic out to the

public, but I can't stand behind the one-day or one-weekend seminars he puts on, or did put on. The

philosophy, art, and science of Chiropractic cannot be learned solely from a book, or in a few hours.

It takes YEARS upon YEARS and PRACTICE upon PRACTICE and constantly learning to be an

effective chiropractor.I would NOT recommend this book for ANYONE besides and animal



chiropractor wanting to learn more about his trade.

I enjoyed Dr. Kamen's sense of humor and his techniques. My cat had trouble walking and I used

these great techniques. Thank you Dr. Kamen!!

Most books that call themselves "technique" or "method" books, usually don't deliver the goods.

This one does!

As a practicing holistic veterinarian, I understand the need for chiropractic. This book fills a

important void.
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